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Greetings

We, the Survey Research Center (SRC) at Sungkyunkwan University, have been conducting

the Korea General Social Survey (KGSS) since 2003. This year, professors and students from

45 universities throughout Korea are co-participating in this research. We are trying to build

up the data to be used for a comprehensive understanding of Korean society and global

studies comparing many countries. The research is composed of questions regarding major

political, economic, and social issues in Korea, the International Social Survey (ISSP) questions

conducted by 45 countries worldwide, and questions from the East Asian Social Survey

(EASS).

The respondents were methodically selected so that the sample could accurately represent

the Korean population. Our student interviewers visited you because you were selected as a

respondent. Please find time in your busy schedule and participate in this study. Your

responses will be strictly confidential.

Thank you.

  August 2021
Survey Research Center, Sunkyunkwan University
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※ First, I’m going to ask you a few things about our society. (Please respond to the following
questions by placing a check mark (√) in the answer box that corresponds to your response)
HELPFUL
1. Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for
themselves?

① Try to be helpful ⑶ Depends

② Just look out for themselves (-8) Don’t know

FAIR
2. Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got a chance, or would they try to be
fair?

① Would take advantage of you ⑶ Depends
② Would try to be fair (-8) Don’t know

CANTRUST
3. Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can’t be too careful in dealing
with people?

① People can almost always be trusted. ③ You usually can’t be too careful in dealing with people.
② People can usually be trusted. ④ You almost always can’t be too careful in dealing with people.

4. I am going to name some institutions in Korea. As far as the people running these institutions are concerned,
would you say you have a great deal of confidence, only some confidence, or hardly any confidence at all in
them?

Probing A great deal
confidence

Only some
confidence

Hardly any
confidence
at all

Don't know

CONBUS 1) Major companies ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONCLERG 2) Organized religion ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONEDUC 3) Education ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONLABOR 4) Organized labor ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONPRESS 5) Newspaper ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONTV 6) TV ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONMEDIC 7) Medical field ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONGOVT 8) Executive branch of the national
government ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONLGOVT 9) Local government ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONLEGIS 10) Congress ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONJUDGE 11) The Supreme Court ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONSCI 12) Academia ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONARMY 13) Military ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONFINAN 14) Financial institutions ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONBLUHO 15) The Blue House ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONCSO 16) Civic Organizations ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONRCH 17) Public opinion research centers ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONPROS 18) Supreme Prosecutor’s Office ① ② ③       (-8)      

CONSTAT 19) Korea National Statistical Office ① ② ③       (-8)      

RELIABLE
5. Generally, how trustful do you perceive this society to be? A score of 0 indicates a society that is hardly
trustful, while a score of 10 indicates a society that is very trustful.

Hardly
trustful

Very trustful Don't 
know

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10    (-8)   
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KRPROUD
6. How proud are you of being South Korean?

① Very proud ③ Not very proud (-8) Can’t choose

② Somewhat proud ④ Not proud at all

7. How proud are you of South Korea in each of the following?

Very proud
Somewhat

proud
Not very
proud

Not proud
at all

Don't know

PROUDDEM16A 1) The way democracy works ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDPOL16A 2) Its political influence in the world ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDECO16A 3) Economic achievements ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDSSS16A 4) Its social security system ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDSCI16A 5) Its scientific and technological achievements ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDSPT16A 6) Its achievements in sports ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDART16A 7) Its achievements in the arts and literature ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDMIL16A 8) Armed forces ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDHIS16A 9) Its history ① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

PROUDGRP16A 10) Its fair and equal treatment of all groups in

society
① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

SEDISTAN
8. Which country do you feel closest to among the following countries?

① USA ③ North Korea ⑤ Russia

② Japan ④ China (-8) Don’t know

NORTHWHO
9. What do you think North Korea is to us? Please choose one answer only among the following.

① A country to support ③ A country to guard against (-8) Don’t know

② A country to cooperate with ④ A country to fight against

UNIFI
10. To what extent do you think the unification between South and North Korea is necessary?

① Very necessary ③ Somewhat unnecessary (-8) Don’t know

② Somewhat necessary ④ Very unnecessary

WARPOS
11. How likely do you think there will be a war on the Korean peninsula in the future?

① Very likely ③ Not very likely (-8) Don’t know

② Somewhat likely ④ Not likely at all

VOTEDUTY
12. There are many different opinions about participating in elections. Some believe you must vote even if you
don’t like any given candidates or parties, because voting is a rightful duty of a democratic citizen. On the other
hand, some believe voting is a choice given to a democratic citizen so it’s okay to vote or not depending on
how much you like the candidates or the parties. Which statement would be closer to your opinion?

① Voting is a duty(go to Question 12.1) (-8) Don’t know

② Voting is a choice

VOTEDUTC
12.1 (If chosen “voting is a duty”) How firmly do you believe that voting is a duty?

① Very firm ③ Not so firm
② Somewhat firm
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PRTYID21
13. Currently which political party do you support most?

Probing ① Democratic Party of Korea ⑤ Open Democratic Party

② People Power Party (66) Other (Specify:                 )

③ Justice Party (77) None of these (go to Question 15.1)

④ The People’s Party (-8) Don’t know

PRTYPR21
(If none of these)
13.1 If you do not actively support any party, is there a party you usually feel favorable toward?

Probing ① Democratic Party of Korea ⑤ Open Democratic Party

② People Power Party (66) Other (Specify:                 )

③ Justice Party (77) None of these

④ The People’s Party (-8) Don’t know

PARTYLR
14. To what degree do you think yourself politically liberal or conservative?

Probing ① Very liberal ④ Somewhat conservative
② Somewhat liberal ⑤ Very conservative

③ Neither liberal nor conservative (-8) Don’t know

SATPOL
15. How satisfied are you with the current state of politics in South Korea?

① Very satisfied ④ Somewhat dissatisfied
② Somewhat satisfied ⑤ Very dissatisfied
③ Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (-8) Don’t know

RANK
16. In our society there are groups which tend to be towards the top and groups which tend to be towards the
bottom. Below is a scale that runs from top (10) to bottom (1). Where would you put yourself now on this
scale?

FINRELO5
17. Compared to South Korean families in general, how far above or below the national average is your family
income?

PARSOL
18. Compared to your parents when they were your age, how much better or worse is your own standard living
now than theirs was?

① Much better ④ Somewhat worse
② Somewhat better ⑤ Much worse
③ About the same (-8) Don’t know

KIDSOLO6
19. When your children reach the age you are now, what do you think their standard of living will be? Even if
you don’t have children, please answer the questions supposing that you have children.

① Much better ④ Somewhat worse
② Somewhat better ⑤ Much worse
③ About the same (-8) Don’t know

Bottom Top Don’t 
know

_① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩     (-8)   

① Far above average ④ Below average
② Above average ⑤ Far below average
③ Average (-8) Don’t know
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SATFIN
20. How satisfied are you with the economic condition of your family?

① Very satisfied ④ Somewhat dissatisfied
② Somewhat satisfied ⑤ Very dissatisfied
③ Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (-8) Don’t know

FINPROS
21. Within the next 10 years, do you think the financial situation of your household will be getting much better,
somewhat better, about the same, somewhat worse, or much worse than now?

① Much better ④ Somewhat worse
② Somewhat better ⑤ Much worse
③ About the same (-8) Don’t know

22. How important do you think it is for getting ahead in life…

HAPPINSS
23. If you were to consider your life in general these days, how happy or unhappy would you say you are, on
the whole…

Very happy Very unhappy
Can’t 

choose

① ② ③ ④ ⑤      (-8)    

ATTEND
24. How often do you attend religious services?

    (01) A few times a week     (06) Once a year

    (02) Once a week     (07) Less than once a year

    (03) Two or three times a month     (08) NEVER

    (04) Once a month     (-8) Don’t know

    (05) Several times a year

RELIG
25. What is your religion?

Probing ① Buddhism ④ No religion (go to Question 26)
② Protestant (77) Other (Specify:                  )

③ Catholic

RELITEN
25.1 (If you have a religion) Do you call yourself a strong, or not a very strong follower of your religion?

① Strong ③ Not very strong
② Somewhat strong     (-8) Don’t know

Essential
Very
important

Fairly
important

Not very
important

Not very
important
at all

Can't 
choose

SUCDWLTH 1) coming from a wealthy family ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDPAED 2) having well-educated parents ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDEDUC 3) having a good education background ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDAMBT 4) having an ambition ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDEFRT 5) working hard ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDKNOW 6) knowing the right people ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDPOL 7) having political connections ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDBRIB 8) giving bribes ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDRACE 9) race ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDREL 10) religion ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

SUCDSEX 11) gender ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   
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URBRURAL
26. Which of the categories below comes closest to the type of place you are living in now?

Probing ① A big city ④ A country village
② The suburbs or outskirts of a big city ⑤ A secluded place

③ A small city or a town (-8) Don’t know

※ The following will be questions on COVID-19.
COVIDGOV
27. Do you think have the current government has responded to the spread of COVID-19 well?

① They have responded well ③ Neither well nor poorly

② They have responded poorly (-8) Don’t know

COVIDMAS
28. The usage of masks is becoming long-term. How often did you wear a mask for the first half of this year?

    ① I always wear a mask regardless of COVID-19 guidelines.

    ② I only wear a mask when it aligns with keeping COVID-19 guidelines.

    ③ I tend to not wear a mask even though I know it’s a violation of COVID-19 guidelines.

COVIDMET
29. The restriction on face-to-face gatherings are becoming long-term. How often did you meet face-to-face with
other in the first half of last year?

    ① I tend to not have face-to-face meetings regardless of COVID-19 guidelines.

    ② I tend to have face-to-face meetings while keeping COVID-19 guidelines.

    ③ I tend to have face-to-face meetings even when I know it’s a violation of COVID-19 guidelines.

COVIDFRE
30. Out of individual liberty and public safety, which COVID-19 guideline should prioritize more?

Personal freedom
first Both are important Public safety first can’t choose

_____①______ _____②______ _____③______ _____④______ _____⑤______       (-8)    

COVIDRES
31. How well do you think you’re dealing with unpredictable situations that spawn from COVID-19?

① Very well ④ Not so well
② Well ⑤ Impossible to deal with
③ Average

32. Face-covering masks that fight against COVID-19 hold different meanings for people. What does a mask
mean to you? Please choose all that apply.

MASKWHT1 ① Something helpful MASKWHT4 ④ Something mundane MASKWHT7 ⑦ A private life
MASKWHT2 ② Something useless MASKWHT5 ⑤ Something complicated MASKWHT8 ⑧ A community spirit

MASKWHT3 ③ Something hassle MASKWHT6 ⑥
Something nervous and
sensitive

MASKWHT9 ⑨ A collective oppression

VACCINE
33. Are you going to get a COVID-19 vaccine?

    ① I will never get vaccinated

    ② I will probably not get vaccinated
    ③ I will probably get vaccinated
    ④ I will for certain get vaccinated
    ⑤ I’ve already got vaccinated
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※ Now I’m going to ask you a few things about the government’s role and policy
MINILIFE
34. A universal basic income is a system in which the government provides every citizen with a set of money on
a regular basis, regardless of their background and employment status. It is currently experimented in a few
contries and regions. Do you agree with implementing the policy in our country?

Probing ① Strongly disagree ④ Agree
② Disagree ⑤ Strongly agree

③ Neither agree nor disagree (-8) Don’t know

TAXBASIC
35. If universal basic income is implemented through taxes, do you agree with its implementation?

Probing ① Strongly disagree ④ Agree
② Disagree ⑤ Strongly agree

③ Neither agree nor disagree (-8) Don’t know

NUKPLT10A
36. Which direction do you think our country’s nuclear power development policy should go?

Probing ① Expand nuclear power ③ Reduce nuclear power
② Stay at the current level of nuclear
power

(-8) Don’t know

37. Listed below are various areas of government spending. Please show whether you would like to see more or
less government spending in each area. Remember that if you say “much more”, it might require a tax increase
to pay for it.

38. To what degree do you agree to the following opinion?

PENSIONW
39. High-income earners contribute a higher amount to the national pension than low-income earners. Some
argues that high-income earners deserve more pensions in their senior years because they pay more. Others
say that low-income earners deserve more pensions because they are economically struggling. Which of the
following statements comes closest to your view?

    ① High-income earners should get more pension

    ② Both deserve the same amount
    ③ Low-income earners should get more pension
    (-8) Don’t know

Spend
much
more

Spend
more

Spend the
same as
now

Spend
less

Spend
much less

Can't 
choose

GOVSPD1 1) The environment ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD2 2) Health ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD3 3) Public safety ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD4 4) Education ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD5 5) The military and defence ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD6 6) Old age pensions ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD7 7) Unemployment benefits ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVSPD8 8) Culture and the arts ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree Neither

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Can't 
choose

GOVUNEMP
1) The government needs to aid the jobless to
maintain a certain level of living ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVLESS
2) The government needs to cut back on the
aid for the poor ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   
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UNEMPBEN
40. High-income earners pay more for employment insurance than low-income earners. Some argue that
high-income earners should get more unemployment benefits because they pay more. Others say that
low-income earners should get more unemployment benefits because they are economically struggling. Which of
the following statements comes closest to your view?

    ① High-income earners should get more benefits

    ② Both deserve the same amount
    ③ Low-income earners should get more benefits
    (-8) Don’t know

HLTHINSW
41. High-income earners pay more for the cost of health insurance than low-income earners. Some argue since
high-income earners pay more, they should get more coverage than low-income earners. Others say since
low-income earners are economically struggling, they should get more coverage. Which of the following
statements comes closest to your view?

    ① High-income earners should get more coverage

    ② Both deserve the same amount
    ③ Low-income earners should get more coverage
    (-8) Don’t know

ECONDISW
42. Out of the following, which do you think should be considered most important when distributing economic
resources in our society?

    ① Whether those with highest contribution can get the most

    ② Whether everyone can get about the same amount
    ③ Whether those in need can get enough
    (-8) Don’t know

※ Now we’re going to ask you about your attitude towards life.
CONFULIV
43. Do you think you live a Confucian way of life?

    ① Yes(go to Question 43.1)     ② No     (-8) Don’t know

   
43.1 You have answered that you live a Confucian life. Tell us whether the following choices are your reasons
for living a Confucian life.

Yes No

FAMRESPO 1) I feel a responsibility toward my family ① ②
CONFUKOR 2) I regard Confucian values as part of Korean identity ① ②
CONFURIT 3) I place value on Confucian rituals and actions in my life ① ②
ANCEDUTY 4) I feel an obligation towards my ancestors ① ②
CONFUETH 5) Confucian values are moral standards for life ① ②

LIFESAT
44. All things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days?

Very satisfied ←                                     → Very dissatisfied

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

FAMSATIS
45. All things considered, how satisfied are you with your relationships with family members?

① Completely satisfied ④ Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied ⑦ Completely dissatisfied
② Very satisfied ⑤ Fairly dissatisfied (-8) Don’t know

③ Fairly satisfied ⑥ Very dissatisfied
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46. These questions are related to your view on human nature and moral character. Choose a number from 1 to 7.

1) HUMNAT

Human nature is
basically bad. ←                                     →

Human nature is
basically good.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

2) MORALBRN

Individual morality
is decided by the

given
environment.

←                                     →

Individual
morality is
decided upon
birth.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

47. Do you think it is wrong or not wrong if ...?

Always
wrong

Almost
always
wrong

wrong only
sometimes

Not wrong
at all

Can’t 
choose

SEXATT1 1) a man and a woman have sexual relations before

marriage
① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

SEXATT2 2) a married person having sexual relations with

someone other than his or her husband or wife
① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

SEXATT3 3) sexual relations between two adults of the same

sex
① ② ③ ④      (-8)    

48. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?

49. Do you agree or disagree with each of the statements about suicide?

Do you think a person has the right to
end his or her own life if this person...

Yes No Don’t know

SUICIDE131 1) Has an incurable disease? ① ②           (-8)       

SUICIDE132 2) Has gone bankrupt? ① ②           (-8)       

SUICIDE133 3) Has dishonored his or her family? ① ②           (-8)       

SUICIDE134 4) Is tired of living and ready to die? ① ②           (-8)       

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree
Strongly
disagree

Can't 
choose

MYTH218 1) Some fortune tellers really can foresee the future ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

MYTH518 2) The Four Pillars(saju) determines a person's life ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   
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※ The following will be questions on the public opinion poll.
50. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?

51. Now you will see descriptions of some persons. Please look at each description and indicate how much each
person is or is not like you. Use this scale for your answer.

Strongly
disagree

Mostly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
disagree
nor
agree

Somewhat
agree

Mostly
agree

Strongly
agree

POLLENJY 1) I really enjoy responding to questionnaires
through the Internet

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLINTE 2) I really enjoy being interviewed for a survey ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦
POLLIMPO 3) Surveys are interesting in themselves ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLSOCI 4) Surveys are important for society ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLUSEF 5) A lot can be learned from information
collected through surveys ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLTIME 6) Completing surveys is a waste of time ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLREQU 7) I receive far too many requests to participate
in surveys

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLPRIV 8) Opinions polls are an invasion of privacy ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

POLLTIRD 9) It is exhausive to answer so many questions
in a survey ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

Very
similar Similar Mostly

similar
Somewhat
similar

Not
similar

Not
similar
at all

VALUES1 1) Thinking up new ideas and being creative is important
to her/him. She/he likes to do things in her/his own
original way.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES2 2) It is important to her/him to be rich. She/he wants to
have a lot of money and expensive things.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES3 3) She/he thinks it is important that every person in the
world should be treated equally. She/he believes
everyone should have equal opportunities in life.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES4 4) It's important to her/him to show her/his abilities.
She/he wants people to admire what she/he does.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES5 5) It is important to her/him to live in secure surroundings.
She/he avoids anything that might endanger her/his
safety.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES6 6) She/he likes surprises and is always looking for new
things to do. She/he thinks it is important to do lots of
different things in life.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES7 7) She/he believes that people should do what they're told.
She/he thinks people should follow rules at all times,
even when no-one is watching.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES8 8) It is important to her/him to listen to people who are
different from her/him. Even when she/he disagrees
with them, she/he still wants to understand them.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES9 9) It is important to her/him to be humble and modest.
She/he tries not to draw attention to herself/himself. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES10 10)Having a good time is important to her/him. She/he
likes to 'spoil' herself/himself.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES11 11) It is important to her/him to make her/his own decisions
about what she/he does. She/he likes to be free and not
depend on others.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES12 12) It's very important to her/him to help the people around
her/him. She/he wants to care for their well-being.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES13 13)Being successful in life is important to her/him. She/he
hopes people will recognize her/his achievements. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
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VALUES14 14) It is important to her/him that the government ensures
her/his safety against all threats. She/he wants the state
to be strong so it can defend its citizens.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES15 15)She/he looks for adventures and likes to take risks.
She/he wants to have an exciting life.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES16 16)
It is important to her/him always to behave properly.
She/he wants to avoid doing anything people would say
that is wrong.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES17 17) It is important to her/him to get respect from others.
She/he wants people to do what she/he says.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES18 18) It is important to her/him to be loyal to her/his friends.
She/he wants to devote herself/himself to people close
to her/him.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES19 19)She/he strongly believes that people should care for
nature. Looking after the environment is important to
her/him.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES20 20)Tradition is important to her/him. She/he tries to follow
the customs handed down by her/his religion or her/his
family.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES21 21) It's very important to her/him to help other people and
do good for the society at large. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

VALUES22 22)She/he seeks every chance she/he can to have fun. It is
important to her/him to do things that give her/him
pleasure.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
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※ Next I’d like to ask you about your family.
52. Now I would like to ask about your family members. Please include all family members who are living in your
house and who are temporarily living somewhere else. Answer the following questions beginning with yourself.

Probing (Write down the person’s relationship to the respondent first, then ask person’s sex, age, marital status,
etc. in order. Make sure to ask about everyone mentioned in question 56, 57, and 58.)

1) Relation to respondent
2) Is [PERSON] male or female?
3) How old is [PERSON]?
4) Is [PERSON] now married, widowed, divorced, separated, never married, or cohabiting?
5) Is [PERSON] living in your house, or is [PERSON] temporarily living elsewhere?
6) (If [PERSON] is temporarily staying elsewhere) What is the primary reason for temporarily staying somewhere
else?

7) Is [PERSON] currently working for pay?
8) (If not working) What is the primary reason for not working?

Fam
ily
No.

1) Relation to
respondent 2) Sex

3) Age

4) Marital status 5) Cohabitation Status 7) Employment status

Relation Code ①
M

②
F Status Code

①
Cohabiti
ng

②
Living
some
-where
else

6) Reason for
living somewhere

else ①
Employed

②
Not

employed

8) Reason for not
working

Reason Code Reason Code

1 RELATE SEX AGE MARITAL AWAY WHYAWY  EMPLY WHYNOE

2 RELATE2 GENDER2 OLD2   MAR2 AWAY2 WHYAWY2 EMPLY2 WHYNOE2

3 RELATE3 GENDER3 OLD3  MAR3 AWAY3 WHYAWY3 EMPLY3 WHYNOE3

4 RELATE4 GENDER4 OLD4  MAR4 AWAY4 WHYAWY4 EMPLY4 WHYNOE4

5 RELATE5 GENDER5 OLD5 MAR5 AWAY5 WHYAWY5 EMPLY5 WHYNOE5

6 RELATE6 GENDER6 OLD6 MAR6 AWAY6 WHYAWY6 EMPLY6 WHYNOE6

7 RELATE7 GENDER7 OLD7 MAR7 AWAY7 WHYAWY7 EMPLY7 WHYNOE7

8 RELATE8 GENDER8 OLD8 MAR8 AWAY8 WHYAWY8 EMPLY8 WHYNOE8

9 RELATE9 GENDER9 OLD9 MAR9 AWAY9 WHYAWY9 EMPLY9 WHYNOE9

10 RELATE10 GENDER10 OLD10 MAR10 AWAY10 WHYAWY10 EMPLY10 WHYNOE10

《 CODE LISTS 》

1) Relation to respondent 4) Marital
status

6)Reasons for living
elsewhere 8) Reasons for not working

(01) Respondent
(02) Spouse
(03) Ist child
(04) 2nd child
(05) 3rd child
(06) 4th child
(07) 5th child
(08) 6th child
(09) 7th child
(10) Children’s spouse

(11) Grandchildren
(12) Grandchildren's

spouse
(13) Parents
(14) Spouse’s parents
(15) Siblings
(16) Spouse’s siblings
(17) Grandparents
(18) Nephew/Niece
(19) Cousins
(20) Sibling’s spouse

(21) Parent's siblings
(22) Friend
(23) Boarder
(24) Housekeeper
(25) Partner
(26) Caregiver
(77) OTHER
(SPECIFY: )

① Married
②Widowed
③ Divorced
④ Separated
⑤ Never
married

⑥ Cohabiting

(01) Schooling
(02) Employment
(03) Military service
(04) Respondent’s schooling
(05) Respondent’s
employment
(77) OTHER
(SPECIFY: )

(01) Under the
schooling age

(02) Schooling
(03) Housework
(04) Old age
(05) Illness
(06) Disabled
(07) Temporarily
not working

(08) Unemployed
(09) Retired
(10) Retired under
the age limit

(11) Looking for
employment
(12) Studying
(13) Enlistment
(14) Business Failure
(15) No plans for
getting employed
(16) Preparing to get
married

(17) Religious reasons
(18) To look after
family
(19) Has no ability to
get employed
(77) OTHER
(SPECIFY: )

HHWHO / HDHEAD / HHSEX / HHAGE / HHMARI / HHAWAY / HHWHYAWY / HHEMPLY / HHWHYNOE
53. Who is the household head?

Probing
SERIAL NUMBER:
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FBIRTHPL / MBIRTHPL
54. In what country were your parents born?
• Father: • Mother:

KIDNUM10
55. How many children (sons and daughters) have you had? Please include those who are living together with
you or not and also include those who were born by natural birth or who were adopted (Don't include, however,
those who are deceased).
• Total number of children: (00) None

HOMPOP
56. How many family members, including yourself, live at your residence? Do not include those who are
temporarily living elsewhere due to schooling, employment, military service, etc.

Probing • Number of family members living with respondent:

SEPAPOP
57. Are there any family members who are living somewhere else due to schooling, employment, military service,
etc.? (If there are) How many such persons are there?

Probing • Number of family members living away from respondent: (00) None

UNRELAT
58. How many persons live in your house who are not your family members (e.g., friends, partner, etc.)?

Probing • Number of non-family members living with respondent: (00) None

SPOSHLTH
59. (If you have a spouse), How is your spouse’s health like in general?

① Very good ④ Neither good nor bad
② Somewhat good ⑤ Bad
③ Good (-8) Can’t choose

FAMILY16
60. Did you live with your birth father and mother when you were 16? If not, who did you live with? If you got
married or left the house at 16, please respond how you were like before you did so.

①
Birth mother and birth father(go to
Question 61) ⑥ Other male relatives (Specify:                )

② Birth father and stepmother ⑦ Other female relatives (Specify:                )

③ Birth mother and stepfather ⑧
Male and female relatives (e.g.: aunt, uncle,
grandparents)

④ Only with birth father (77) Other(Specify:           )

⑤ Only with birth mother

WHYNOTPA
60.1 What is the reason that you did not live with your birth mother or birth father

① One or both of them passed away
② They got divorced or spilt-up
③ Because of father's workplace
④ One or both of them were sick
(77) Other(Specify:            )

(-8) Don’t know

PAINDUS / PAIND08 / PAIND16A / PAIND16B / PAISCO88 / PAISCO08 / PAOCC16A / PAOCC16B / PAOCC16C / PAOCC16D / PAOCC16E
61. In what industry did your father work in when you were 16? Please be as specific as possible.

Probing 61.1 Industry:
61.2 Occupation:
61.3 Job description:
       (-1) Father passed away before 16
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※ Now, I would like to ask you about the education you and your family members have received.
EDUC
62. What is the highest level of school you have attended?

Probing (00) NO FORMAL
SCHOOL

(08) OTHERS
(e.g. Seodang,
Hanhak)

(01) Elementary school (04) Junior college(Two or three-year course)
(02) Junior high school (05) College (Four-year course)
(03) High school (06) Graduate school (Masters)

(07) Graduate school (PhD)




 GRADUATE 

 62.1 Did you graduate from this school, or are you currently attending?
① Graduated ② Dropped out  ③ Currently attending 


DROPYR

62.2 In what grade did
you drop out?

GRADE

CURRYR

62.3 What grade are you
in?

GRADE

SPEDUC
63. What is the highest level of school your spouse has attended?

Probing (-1) NO SPOUSE
(00) NO FORMAL
SCHOOL

(08) OTHERS
(e.g. Seodang,
Hanhak)

(01) Elementary school (04) Junior college(Two or three-year course)
(02) Junior high school (05) College (Four-year course)
(03) High school (06) Graduate school (Masters)

(07) Graduate school (PhD)




SPGRAD 

 63.1 Did your spouse graduate from this school, or is spouse
currently attending?

     ① Graduated ② Dropped out  ③ Currently attending 


SPDROPYR

63.2 In what grade did
your spouse drop
out?

GRADE

SPCURRYR

63.3 What grade is your
spouse in?

GRADE
PAEDUC
64. What is the highest level of school your father has attended?

Probing (00) NO FORMAL
SCHOOL

(08) OTHERS
(e.g. Seodang,
Hanhak)

(-8) DON'T KNOW

(01) Elementary school (04) Junior college(Two or three-year course)
(02) Junior high school (05) College (Four-year course)
(03) High school (06) Graduate school (Masters)

(07) Graduate school (PhD)




PAGRAD 

64.1 Did he graduate from this school, or is he currently attending?
① Graduated ② Dropped out  ③ Currently attending 


PADROPYR

64.2 In what grade did
he drop out?

GRADE

PACURRYR 

64.3 What grade is he in?

GRADE

MAEDUC
65. What is the highest level of school your mother has attended?

Probing
(00) NO FORMAL
SCHOOL

(08) OTHERS
(e.g. Seodang,
Hanhak)

(-8) DON'T KNOW

(01) Elementary school (04) Junior college(Two or three-year course)
(02) Junior high school (05) College (Four-year course)
(03) High school (06) Graduate school (Masters)

(07) Graduate school (PhD)




MAGRAD

65.1 Did she graduate from this school, or is she currently attending?
① Graduated ② Dropped out  ③ Currently attending 


MADROPYR

65.2 In what grade did
he drop out?

GRADE

MACURRYR

65.3 What grade is he in?

GRADE
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※ Next, I am going to ask about your job in detail.
INCMR
66. Do you have a job that provides income?

Probing ① Yes  ② No 
EMPED 66.1 Do you work for someone else?  UNSRCH

66.17 Over the last 7 days, did you actively look
for a job?

 ①Yes ②No
 UNXTINC / UNXTINC0 / UNXTINCM
66.18 Do you have any sources of income? This

includes interest or dividends, rent, social
security, other pensions, alimony or child
support, public aid (welfare), and armed
forces or veteran’s allotment. If any, what
is your monthly average income?

      ① Yes ② No
(go to Q. 66.19)              

Monthly Average Income: ____________
MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NO.: )

(-8) Don‘t know

UNWKEX
66.19 Have you ever had a paid job?

  ①Yes ②No (go to Q. 68)
 UNSTAT
66.20 What type of job did you have at recent

time?

① Worked for government

② Worked for publicly owned
firm

③ Worked for private firm

④ Worked for non-profit
organization

⑤ Worked for the family

⑥ Self-employed with no
employees

⑦ Self-employed with employees
(ask Q. 66.20.1)

  UNNOHI
(If you were self-employeed with
employees)

   66.20.1 How many employees
did you employ?

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
(-8) Don‘t know

UNSUBO
66.21 Did you have any subordinates in your

workplace whom you directly managed
and supervised?

   ①Yes ②No
 UNWKHR
66.22 How many hours a week did you usually

work?
Hours

     (-8) Don‘t know

① Yes  ② No 
 WGSTAT
66.2 What is your employment status?

① Regular employee
② Temporary employee
③ Daily employee

 WGPTFL
66.3 Are you working part time or full time?

① Part-time ② Full-time
 WGWKHR
66.4 How many hours a week do you
usually work?

Hours (-8) Don‘t know
 WGSTAB
66.5 Is it possible to keep this job as long as
you want?

① Yes ② No
 WGSECT
66.6 Are you employed by the government, a
publicly owned firm, a private firm, or a
non-profit organization?

①Government
②Publicly owned firm
③Private firm
④Non-profit organization

 WGUNN
66.7 Are you a union member?

①Yes ②No
(ask Q. 66.7.1)

    WGUNNP
  (If not union member)
66.7.1 Were you a member of trade

union before?
①Yes ②No

WGNOEMP
66.8 How many people are working in your
company? Please don't count people
working in the headquarters or branches
located in other area, and include part-time
workers, too, in your company.

    

 SFSTAT
66.10 If not employed, are you working for the

family, self-employed with no employees,
or self-employed with employees?

①Working for the family
② Self-employed with no employees
③ Self-employed with employees

(go to Q. 66.10.1)
 
 SFNOHI
(If self-employed with employees)

66.10.1 How many employees do you
employ?

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
 SFPTFL
66.11 Are you working part time or full time?
      ①Part-time ②Full-time
 SFWKHR
66.12 How many hours a week do you usually

work?
    Hours (-8) DON’T KNOW

 SFTENYR / SFTENMO
66.13 How long have you worked at your current
job?

   Years Months î

(01) 1～4 (06) 100～299
(02) 5～9 (07) 300～499
(03) 10～19 (08) 500～999
(04) 20～49 (09) 1,000+
(05) 50～99 (-8) Don‘t know  

WGTENYR / WGTENMO
66.9 How long have you worked at your
current job?
   Years Months



ê

ê

ê

 NUMSUP
66.14.1 How many subordinates do you have in your workplace whom you manage and

supervise? persons (If not have, go to Q. 58.14)
 EMSUBO
66.14.2 Do you have any subordinates in your workplace whom you directly manage and
supervise?      

①Yes ②No (-8) Don‘t know
 RINCOM0 / RINCOME
66.15 Before taxes and other deductions, what is your total monthly average inicome from
this job? This includes your base pay, bonuses, and other allowances. (If the respondent
does not have a regular monthly income (e.g. farmer), then divide the estimated annual
income by 12)

About: MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NO.: )   (-8) Don‘t know
 RXTINC / RXTINC0 / RXTINCM
66.16 Beside income from your main job, do you have other sources of income? This
includes interest or dividends, rent, social security, other pensions, alimony or child support,
public aid (welfare), and armed forces or veteran’s allotment. If any, what is your monthly
average income?

         ① Yes ② No (go to Q. 67)
 

Other Monthly Average Income:
MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NO.: )         (-8) Don‘t know

 INDUSTRY / INDUS08 / INDUS16 / OCC / OCC08 / OCC16A / OCC16B / OCC16C / OCC16D / OCC16E
67. What kind of work do you normally do? What do you actually do in that job? If currently not working, tell me
about your last job.

Probing 67.1 Industry:
67.2 Occupation:
67.3 Job description:
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※ Next, I am going to ask about your spouse's main job.
SPINCMR

68. Does your spouse have a job that provides income?     (-1) NO SPOUSE (go to Q. 70)
Probing ① Yes  ② No 

SPEMPED 68.1 Does your spouse work for someone else? SPUNSRCH
68.15 Over the last 7 days, did your spouse

actively look for a job?
   ①Yes

②No
 SPUNXTN / SPUNXTN0 / SPUNXTNM
68.16 Does your spouse have any sources of

income? This interest or dividends, rent,
social security, other pensions, alimony
or child support, public aid (welfare), and
armed forces or veteran’s allotment.

         ① Yes ② No
(go to Q. 60.17)

 
Monthly Average Income:___________
MAN(10,000)WON (CODE NO.: )      

(-8) DON’T KNOW
 SPUNWKEX
68.17 Has your spouse ever had a paid job?

①Yes
②No (go to Q.70)

 SPUNSTAT
68.18 What type of job did your spouse have at

that time?

① Worked for government

② Worked for publicly owned
firm

③ Worked for private firm

④ Worked for non-profit
organization

⑤ Worked for the family

⑥ Self-employed with no
employees

⑦ Self-employed with employees
(ask Q. 68.18.1)

SPUNNOHI
(If your spouse were self-employeed with
employees)
68.18.1 How many employees did your spouse

employ?
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:

    (-8) DON’T KNOW
SPUNSUBO
68.19 Did your spouse have any subordinates in

the workplace whom s/he directly
managed and supervised?

 ①Yes ②No
   (-8) DON’T KNOW  

SPUNWKHR
68.20 How many hours a week did your spouse

usually work?
Hours

     (-8) DON’T KNOW  

    ① Yes      ② No 
 SPWGSTAT
68.2 What is your spouse’s employment

status?
   ①Regular employee

②Temporary employee
③Daily employee

 SPWGPTFL
68.3 Is your spouse working part time or full

time?
        ①Part-time ②Full-time
SPWGWKHR
68.4 How many hours a week does your spouse
usually work?

    Hours
(-8) DON’T KNOW

SPWGSTAB
68.5 Is it possible for your spouse to keep this

job as long as s/he wants?
  ①Yes (-8) DON’T KNOW

②No
SPWGSECT
68.6 Is your spouse employed by the government,

a publicly owned firm, a private firm, or a
non-profit organization?
①Government
②Publicly owned firm
③Private firm
④Non-profit organization

SPSFSTAT
68.9 If not employed, is your spouse working

for the family, self-employed with no
employees, or self-employed with
employees?
 ①Working for the family

②Self-employed with no
employees

③Self-employed with employees
(ask Q. 68.9.1)

SPSFNOHI
(If self-employed with employees)
68.9.1 How many employees does your spouse
employ?
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:

SPSFPTFL
68.10 Is your spouse working part time or full

time?
  ①Part-time ②Full-time
SPSFWKHR
68.11 How many hours a week does your spouse

usually work?
     Hours

    (-8) DON’T KNOW        î
SPWGUNN
68.7 Is your spouse a union member?
    ① Yes

 ② No (ask Q. 68.7.1)
SPWGUNNP (If not union member)
68.7.1 Was your spouse a member of

trade union before?
       ① Yes ② No

    

WGTENYR / WGTENMO
68.8 How long have you worked at
your current job?
   Years
Months



ê

ê

ê

SPNUMSUP
68.12.1 How many subordinates does your spouse have in the workplace whom s/he manages

and supervises?
persons (I f not have, go to Q. 68.13)

  SPEMSUBO
68.12.2 Does your spouse have any subordinates in the workplace whom s/he directly manages

and supervises?

①Yes ②No      (-8) DON’T KNOW  

SPINCOM0 / SPINCOME
68.13 Before taxes and other deductions, what is your spouse's total monthly average income from

this job? This includes his/her base pay, bonuses, and other allowances. (If the
respondent's spouse does not have a regular monthly income (e.g. farmer),
then divide the estimated annual income by 12.)
ABOUT MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NO.: )
     (-8) DON’T KNOW

SPXTINC / SPXTINC0 / SPXTINCM
68.14 Beside income from the main job of your spouse, does your spouse have other sources

of income? This includes interest or dividends, rent, social security, other pensions,
alimony or child support, public aid (welfare), and armed forces or veteran’s allotment. If
any, what is his/her monthly average income?

      ① Yes ② No (go to Q. 69)
             
Other Monthly Average Income: MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NO.: )

             (-8) DON’T KNOW 

  

 SPIND / SPIND08 / SPIND16 / SPOCC / SPOCC08 / SPOCC16A / SPOCC16B / SPOCC16C / SPOCC16D / SPOCC16E
69. What kind of work does your spouse normally do? What does s/he actually do in that job? If currently not
working, tell me about his/her last job.

Probing 69.1 Industry:
69.2 Occupation:
69.3 Job description:
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INCOMO / INCOME

70. Before taxes and other deductions, what is the total average monthly income in your household? This
includes all sources of income (e.g. work income, interest or dividends, property income, rent, pensions, welfare
support, or the money personally provided by somebody) from all household members including yourself. (If the
respondent does not have a regular monthly income (e.g. farmer), divide the estimated annual income
by 12. Make sure to include the income of each family member living with the respondent mentioned in

Q. 56, 57, 58)
∙APPROXIMATELY: MAN(10,000) WON (CODE NUMBER: )       (-8) Don’t know

HOUSTYPE
71. What type of housing do you currently live in?

① Detached house ③ Multi family residential

② Apartment (4) Other (Specify:                )

HOUSOWNS
72. What form of housing do you currently have?

① Own house ④ Monthly rent without deposit

② Jeonse ⑤ Free

③ Monthly rent with deposit (-8) Don’t know

※ Now we’re going to ask you about the problems of our society
73. Which of these issues is the most important for Korea today? Please respond with the two items in order of
descending priority
① Healthcare ③ Crime ⑤ Immigration ⑦ Terrorism (77) Others(Specify:       )

② Education ④ The environment ⑥ The economy ⑧ Poverty

TOPPROB1 1) The most important issue:                (-8) Can’t choose

TOPPROB2 2) The second most important issue:                (-8) Can’t choose

74. How much do you agree or disagree with each of these statements?

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

Can’t 
choose

PRIVENT 1) Private enterprise is the best way to solve
Korea’s economic problems. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GOVEQINC 2) It is the responsibility of the government to
reduce the differences in income between
people with high incomes and those with low
incomes.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

IMPORTS 3) Korea should limit the import of foreign
products in order to protect its national
economy.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

IMMIREST 4) Korea should limit immigration in order to
protect our national way of life. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

POWRORGS 5) International organizations are taking away
too much power from the Korean
government.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   
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75. Looking at the list below. Please tell me what the two things are that Korea should do as its highest priority.
Please respond with the two items in order of descending priority.
① Maintain order in the nation ③ Fight rising prices
② Give people more say in government decisions ④ Protect freedom of speech

POSTMAT1 1) First priority:                   (-8) Can’t choose

POSTMAT2 2) Second priority:                   (-8) Can’t choose

TRUST5
76. Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can’t be too careful in
dealing with people? 1 means you can’t be too careful and 5 means most people can be trusted.

You can’t be
too careful

Most people
can be
trusted

Can’t 
choose

1 2 3 4 5    (-8)   

77. How much do you personally trust each of the following institutions? 0 means you do not trust an institution
at all, and 10 means you trust it completely.

No trust
at all

Complete
trust

Can’t 

choose

TRUSTCOL 1) University
research centres

⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)  

TRUSTNEW 2) The news media ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)  

TRUSTBUI 3) Business and
industry ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)  

TRUSTCON 4) National
Assembly ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)  

※ Now, we’re going to ask you about the environment specifically.
GRNCON
78. Generally speaking, how concerned are you about environmental issues?

Not at all
concerned

Very
concerned

Can’t 
choose

① ② ③ ④ ⑤    (-8)   

ENTRBUS
79. Here is a list of some different environmental problems. Which problem, if any, do you think is the most
important for Korea as a whole?

    ① Air pollution     ⑦ Climate change

    ② Chemicals and pesticides     ⑧ Genetically modified foods

    ③ Water shortage     ⑨ Using up our natural resources

    ④ Water pollution     (77) Others(Specify:      )

    ⑤ Nuclear waste     (-8) Can’t choose

    ⑥ Domestic waste disposal

CLIMATEC
80. There has been a lot of discussion about the world’s climate and the idea it has been changing in recent
decades. Which of the following statements comes closest to your opinion?

    ① The world’s climate has not been changing (go to Question 81)

The world’s climate has been changing mostly due to natural processes    ②
The world’s climate has been changing about equally due to natural process and human activity    ③
The world’s climate has been changing mostly due to human activity    ④
Can’t choose    (-8)
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CLIMATEW
80.1 How bad or good do you think the impacts of climate change will be for the world as a whole? 0 means
extremely bad, 10 means extremely good.

Extremely
bad

Extrenely
Good

Can’t 
choose

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10    (-8)   

CLIMATEK
80.2 How bad or good do you think the impacts of climate change will be for Korea? 0 means extremely bad,
10 means extremely good.

Extremely
bad

Extrenely
Good

Can’t 
choose

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10    (-8)   

81. How much do you agree or disagree with each of these statements?

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

Can’t 
choose

SCIGRN 1) Modern science will solve our environmental
problems with little change to our way of life. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRNECON 2) We worry too much about the future of the
environment and not enough about prices and
jobs today

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

HARMSGRN 3) Almost everything we do in modern life harms
the environment ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRNPROG 4) People worry too much about human progress
harming the environment

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRWTHELP 5) In order to protect the environment Korea
needs economic growth ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GROWENVI 6) Economic growth always harms the
environment

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRNPRICE
82. How willing would you be to pay much higher prices in order to protect the environment?

① Very willing     ④ Fairly unwilling

② Fairly willing     ⑤ Very unwilling

③ Neither willing nor unwilling     (-8) Can’t choose

GRNTAXES
83. How willing would you be to pay much higher taxes in order to protect the environment?

① Very willing     ④ Fairly unwilling

② Fairly willing     ⑤ Very unwilling

③ Neither willing nor unwilling     (-8) Can’t choose

GRNSOL
84. How willing would you be to accept cuts in your standard of living in order to protect the environment?

① Very willing     ④ Fairly unwilling

② Fairly willing     ⑤ Very unwilling

③ Neither willing nor unwilling     (-8) Can’t choose
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CONSRREDU
85. How willing would you be to accept a reduction in the size of Korea's protected nature areas, in order to
open them up for economic development?

① Very willing     ④ Fairly unwilling

② Fairly willing     ⑤ Very unwilling

③ Neither willing nor unwilling     (-8) Can’t choose

86. How much do you agree or disagree with each of these statements?

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

Can’t 
choose

TOODIFME 1) It is just too difficult for someone like me to
do much about the environment ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

IHLPGRN 2) I do what is right for the environment, even
when it costs more money or takes more
time

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

IMPGRN 3) There are more important things to do in life than
protect the environment

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

OTHSSAME 4) There is no point in doing what I can for
the environment unless others do the same ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRNEXAGG 5) Many of the claims about environmental
threats are exaggerated

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

HELPHARM 6) I find it hard to know whether the way I
live is helpful or harmful to the environment ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GRNEFFME 7) Environmental problems have a direct effect
on my everyday life

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

87. In general, do you think that how dangerous is each of the followings for the environment?

Extremely
dangerous

Very
dangerous

Somewhat
dangerous

Not very
dangerous

Not
dangerous
at all

Can’t 
choose

CARSGEN 1) Air pollution caused by car ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

INDUSGEN 2) Air pollution caused by industry ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

CHEMGEN 3) Pesticides and chemicals used in farming ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

WATERGEN 4) Pollution of Korea's rivers, lakes and
streams ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

TEMPGEN 5) A rise in the world’s temperature caused by
climate change

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

GENEGEN 6) Modifying the genes of certain crops ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

NUKEGEN 7) Nuclear power stations ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

BUSGRN
88. Which of these approaches do you think would be the best way of getting business and industry in Korea to
protect the environment?

    ① Heavy fines for businesses that damage the environment

    ② Use the tax system to reward businesses that protect the environment

    ③ More information and education to businesses about the advantages of protecting the environment

    (-8) Can’t choose
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PEOPGRN
89. Which of these approaches do you think would be the best way of getting people in Korea to protect the
environment?

    ① Heavy fines for people who damage the environment

    ② Use the tax system to reward people who protect the environment

    ③ More information and education to people about the advantages of protecting the environment

    (-8) Can’t choose

NATURENJ
90. How much, if at all, do you enjoy being outside in nature?

① Not at all     ④ To a great extent

② To a small extent     ⑤ To a very great extent

③ To some extent     (-8) Can’t choose

NATUREFR
91. In the last twelve months how often, if at all, have you engaged in any leisure activities outside in nature,
such as hiking, bird watching, swimming, skiing, other outdoor activities or just relaxing?

① Daily     ④ Several times a year

② Several times a week     ⑤ Never

③ Several times a month     (-8) Can’t choose

AIRTRAVE
92. In the last twelve months, how many trips did you make by plane? Count outward and return journeys,
including transfers, as one trip.

trips     (-8) Don’t know

CARHOURS
93. In a typical week, about how many hours do you spend in a car or another motor vehicle, including
motorcycles, trucks, and vans, but not counting public transport? Do not include shared rides in buses,
minibuses, and collective taxis.

hours     (-8) Don’t know

BEEFFOOD
94. In a typical week, on how many days do you eat beef, lamb, or products that contain them?

Can’t 
choose

⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦      (-8)     

HOMEROOM
95. How many rooms are there in your home (apartment or house)? Do not count any separate kitchens,
bathrooms, garages, balconies, or hallways.

rooms     (-8) Don’t know

96. How often do you make a special effort to...?

Always Often Sometimes Never No space 
for recycling

RECYCLE 1) Sort glass or tins or plastic or newspapers
and so on for recycling

① ② ③ ④      (-1)    

NOBUYGRN 2) Avoid buying certain products for
environmental reasons

① ② ③ ④

GRNGROUP
97. Are you a member of any group whose main aim is to preserve or protect the environment?

    ① Yes     ② No
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98. In the last five years, have you...

Probing Yes I have No I have not Can’t choose

GRNSIGN 1) Signed a petition about an environmental issue ① ②           (-8)       

GRNMONEY 2) Given money to an environmental group ① ②           (-8)       

GRNDEMO 3) Taken part in a protest or demonstration
about an environmental issue

① ②           (-8)       

99. Thinking about your neighborhood, to what extent, if at all, was it affected by the following things over the
last twelve months?

※ Next, I am going to ask about your health.
HEALTH21
100. In general, would you say your health is?

① Excellent     ④ Fair

② Very good     ⑤ Poor

③ Good     (-8) Can’t choose

101. The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does your health now limit
you in these activities? If so, how much?

Yes, limited a lot Yes, limited a little No, not limited at all

TABLE 1) Moderate activities, such as moving a table,
pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or playing
golf

① ② ③

STAIRS 2) Climbing several flights of stairs ① ② ③

102. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you had any of the following problems with your work
or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health?

All of the
time

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

A little of
the time

None of the
time

HEALPRB1 1) Accomplished less than you would like ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

HEALPRB2 2) Were limited in the kind of work or other
activities

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

103. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you had any of the following problems with your work
or other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling depressed or anxious)?

All of the
time

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

A little of
the time

None of the
time

EMOTPRB1 1) Accomplished less than you would like ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

EMOTPRB2 2) Did work or other activities less carefully
than usual

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

Not at all
To a
small
extent

To some
extent

To a
great
extent

To a very
great
extent

Can’t 
choose

AIRNEIGH 1) Air pollution ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

WTRNEIGH 2) Water pollution ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

WEANEIGH 3) Extreme weather events (storms, droughts,
floods, heat waves, cold snaps, etc.)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   
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PAIN
104. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work (including both work outside
the home and housework)?

① Not at all     ④ Quite a bit

② A little bit     ⑤ Extremely

③ Moderately     (-8) Don’t know

105. These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the past 4 weeks. For
each question, please give the one answer that comes closest to the way you have been feeling. How much
of the time during the past 4 weeks...

All of the
time

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

A little of
the time

None of the
time

FEELPCE 1) Have you felt calm and peaceful? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

FEELACTV 2) Did you have a lot of energy? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

FEELDPRS 3) Have you felt downhearted and depressed? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

HARDSOC1
106. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or emotional problems interfered
with your social activities (like visiting friends, relatives, etc.)?

① All of the time     ④ A little of the time

② Most of the time     ⑤ None of the time

③ Some of the time     (-8) Don’t know

CHRONIC
107. Do you have chronic diseases or longstanding health problems?

    ① Yes     ② No (go to Question 108)

107.1 What are they? Please choose all that apply.

Yes No Yes No

HYPRTN10 1) Hypertension ① ② MUSCULOS 8) Musculoskeletal disorders
(arthritis, lower back pain, knee
problem, joint pain, rheumatism)

① ②

DIABET10 2) Diabetes ① ② ASTHMA10 9) Respiratory disease
(asthma, emphysema)

① ②

HYPERLIP 3) Dyslipidemia ① ② KIDNEYDI 10) Kidney disease ① ②

HEARTP10 4) Heart disease ① ② LIVERDIS 11) Liver disease ① ②

STROKE21 5) Stroke ① ② DIGESTIV 12) Digestive disease (ulcer) ① ②

CANCER21 6) Cancers ① ② OTHPRB 13) Others(Specify:         ) ① ②

MENTALIL 7) Mental
disorders

① ②

MYOPIA
108. Now I have some questions about your eyesight. Are you near-sighted?

    ① Yes     ② No (go to Question 109)

GLASSLEN
108.1 (If nearsighted) Do you usually wear glasses or contact lenses?

    ① Yes     ② No
HEIGHT / WEIGHT
109. What is your height and weight? (If you are currently pregnant, write in the weight before your pregnancy)

1) Height cm 2) Weight kg
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SMOKEELE
110. Do you smoke? (including electronic cigarettes and heated tobacco products)

    ① I am a smoker

    ② I used to smoke, but I have stopped smoking
    ③ I have scarcely/never smoked

FREQDRNK
111. How often do you drink alcoholic drinks?

① Daily     ④ Several times a year or less often

② Several times a week     ⑤ Never

③ Several times a month     (-8) Don’t know

WALKHRS
112. How much time do you spend walking on a weekday? This includes at work and at home as your daily
routine, walking to travel from place to place, and any other walking that you do for recreation, exercise, or
leisure.

① Less than 15 min     ④ 60 to 89 min

② 15 to 29 min     ⑤ 90 min or more

③ 30 to 59 min

PHSYHRS
113. How long do you do physical activities per week that make you breathe somewhat harder than normal or
much harder than normal? (This includes jogging, bicycling, exercising, carrying loads, physical labor,
household chores, etc.) Do not include walking.

    ① None     ⑥ About 2 hours

    ② Less than 15 min     ⑦ About 3 hours

    ③ 15 to 29 min     ⑧ About 4 hours

    ④ 30 to 59 min     ⑨ About 5 hours

    ⑤ About 1 hour     ⑩ 6 hours or more

SITHRS / SITMiN
114. How much time do you spend sitting on a week day? (This includes all the time spent sitting, for
example sitting at a desk, reading, sitting or lying down to watch television)

hours minutes

SLEEPHRS
115. How many hours of actual sleep do you get on a week day? This may be different than the number of
hours you spend in bed. (Please do not include time for napping.)

hours

SLEEPQOL
116. During the past month, how would you rate your sleep quality overall?

① Very good     ③ Fairly bad

② Fairly good     ④ Very bad

HLTHEXAM
117. During the last three years, did you have any health checkup?

① Yes, regularly     ③ No

② Yes, but not regularly

GOHOSP
118. During the last 12 months, how often did you go to see a doctor? (Please answer your own diseases or
injuries. Do not include escorting or visitations.)

    ① Several times a week     ④ Several times a year

    ② About once a week     ⑤ About once a year

    ③ About once a month     ⑥ None
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119. How much do you worry about each of the following when it comes to yourself and your family?

Very
much

A little
Not so
much

Not at all

WRYTRTMT 1) Unable to receive health care when needed ① ② ③ ④

WRYMONEY 2) Unable to pay the cost when someone get a serious
illness or condition

① ② ③ ④

DISLKHSP
120. During the last 12 months, did you refrain from going to see a doctor, even though you were ill or injured?
Please include a cold.

    ① Yes I did

    ② No I did not
(go to Question 121)

    (-1) I was not ill or injured during the last 12 months(N.A)

120.1 (If you refrained) Why is it? Please circle all that apply.
Yes No Yes No

MUCHWAIT 1) Waiting time is too
long

① ② NOTIME 7) There is no time to see a
doctor

① ②

MUCHCOST 2) It costs too much
① ② NONEED 8) I thought that there was

no need to go
① ②

FEWHOSP 3) There is no
hospital or doctor’s
office nearby

① ②
NOINSR 9) I don’t have active health

insurance ① ②

NOTTOGO 4) I do not know
where to go

① ② NOCOVID 10) I do not want to get
infected with COVID-19

① ②

NOCAR 5) I have no
transportation

① ② OTHRSN 11) Others(Specify:         ) ① ②

HATEHOSP 6) I do not like to see
a doctor

① ②

TYPEINSR
121. What kind of health insurance do you have?

① Public health insurance only     ④ No health insurance at all
② Public health insurance and private
insurance     ⑤ Not sure

③ Private health insurance only

122. Have you ever received the following treatment during the last 12 months?

Yes No

ACUPNTR1 1) Acupuncture ① ②

MOXIBUS1 2) Moxibustion ① ②

CUPPING1 3) Cupping ① ②

HERB 4) Oriental herbal medicine ① ②

ACUPRES1 5) Acupressure or massage ① ②
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WRYPERSO
123. Did anyone listen to your concerns in general when you needed it during the last 12 months?

    ① Yes (go to Question 123.1)     ② No     ③ I did not have any concern

123.1 Who were they? Please pick all.

Yes No

WRYFAMIL 1) Co-residing family members ① ②

WRYRELAT 2) Other relatives (including those who live
separately)

① ②

WRYCOWOR 3) Colleagues at work ① ②

WRYNEIGH 4) Neighbors ① ②

WRYFRIND 5) Friends ① ②

WRYPROFE
6) Professional workers (care takers, therapists,
doctors, etc.)

① ②

WRYETC 7) Others(Specify:          ) ① ②

124. We would like to ask about the area 1km (approximately 15 minutes on foot) around your home. To what
extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

GOOD2WLK 1) The neighborhood is suitable for doing
exercise such as jogging or walking

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

FRESHVEG 2) A large selection of fresh fruits and/or
vegetable is available in the neighborhood

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

FACLITY 3) The neighborhood has adequate public
facilities (community center, library, park, etc.)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

SAFE 4) The neighborhood is safe ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

CARES 5) The neighbors are mutually concerned for each
other

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

WILNGHLP 6) The neighbors are willing to provide
assistance when I am in need

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

VACCIN
125. Were you vaccinated against influenza (of any type) during the last 12 months?

    ① Yes     ② No

WRYCOVID
126. How much are you worried about getting infected with COVID-19?

① Very much worried     ③ Somewhat not worried

② Somewhat worried     ④ Not worried

127. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?

Agree Somewhat
agree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

COVIDBLAO 1) If a person got infected with COVID-19, it would be their
own fault

① ② ③ ④

COVIDBLAI 2) If I got infected with COVID-19, it would be my own fault. ① ② ③ ④

COVIDINF
128. What do you consider to be your own probability of getting infected with COVID-19?

Extremely
likely ←                                     →

Extremely
unlikely

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦
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NEEDCARE
129. Is there anyone among your family members, whether living together or not, who needs care because of a
long-term physical or mental illness or disability, or is getting old and week?

    ① Yes     ② No (go to Question 130)

RESPCARE
129.1 (If there is) Are you the major care giver for at least one of them?

    ① Yes     ② No

130. Next we would like to talk about your feelings about getting older. Please indicate how strongly you agree or
disagree with the following statements.

131. Considering the meaning of health, how important is each of the followings to you?

Very
important Important Slightly

important
Not

important

HLTHPHYS 1) Absence of (freedom from) bodily pain ① ② ③ ④

HLTHMENT 2) Peace in mind and mental composuret ① ② ③ ④

HLTHDUTY 3) Performance of familial roles and duties ① ② ③ ④

HLTHROLE 4) Performance of workplace/social roles and duties ① ② ③ ④

PRSCHELP
132. How often do you need to have someone help you when you read instructions, pamphlets, or other written
materials from your doctor or pharmacy?

① Never     ④ Often

② Rarely     ⑤ Always

③ Sometimes

133. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?

Strongly
agree Agree Disagree Strongly

disagree

OLDGOVBE 1) Older people get more than their fair share from
the government

① ② ③ ④

OLDBURDE 2) Older people are a burden on society ① ② ③ ④

OLDPOLPW 3) Older people have too much political influence ① ② ③ ④

Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

  WORRY1
1) I worry about not being able to get around on
my own as I get older

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

  WORRY2
2) I worry others will have to make decisions
for me as I get older

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

  WORRY3
3) Financial dependence on others is one of my
greatest fears about old age

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

  WORRY4
4) I worry that I will have to live with my adult
children when I am older

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

  WORRY5 
5) I worry that I will not be able to live with
my adult children when I am older

① ② ③ ④ ⑤
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134. We would like to know what you think of the various groups in our society. Referring to the example of the
score evaluation below, please indicate how much you like each of the following groups as a thermometer’s
temperature.

0°C
(Very
negative)

30°C
(Somewhat
negative)

50°C
(Neither

favorable nor
negative)

70°C
(Somewhat
favorable)

100°C
(Very
favorable)

THERMMEN 1) Men ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

THERMWOM 2) Women ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

THERMHOM 3) Homosexual ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

THERMFEM 4) Feminist ① ② ③ ④ ⑤

WHREPPOL
135. What kind of people do you think need to be more politically represented in order to increase the diversity
of our society?

① The financially vulnerable ③ LGBTQ ⑤ Immigrants

② Women ④ The disabled (-8) Don’t know

136. What do you think of the following opinion?

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

Can’t 
choose

OPOSWRNG 1) I think those who disagree with me are
wrong.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

RIGHTLIV 2) I can teach others how to live properly. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤     (-8)   

NATVSBUS
137. Please tell us which of the following opinions is closest to your thoughts.

    ① The state is advised not to intervene in corporate economic activities for efficient economic growth
    ② It is better for the state to interfere to some extent with corporate economic activities to alleviate

economic inequality.
    (-8) Can’t choose

CUSINDNA
138. Please tell us which of the following opinions is closest to your thoughts.

    ① It is better for the state to not restrict individual freedom that violates social customs.

    ② It is better for the state to limit individual freedom to maintain social customs.

    (-8) Can’t choose

NKORDIPL
139. Please tell us which of the following opinions is closest to your thoughts.

    ① North Korea is subject to cooperation, so it is better to find a diplomatic solution through dialogue.

    ② North Korea is a threat, so it is better to strengthen pressure and sanctions to promote change.

    (-8) Can’t choose
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※ Next, I will ask you about political parties and democracy.

140. Please indicate how much you like or dislike following parties with numbers between 0 to 10. 0 means
strongly dislike, 5 means neither like nor dislike, and 10 means strongly like.

Dislike
very much Neutral Like very

much
Don’t 
know

LIKEPRTY1 1) Democratic Party of
Korea

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)   

LIKEPRTY2 2) People Power Party ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)   

LIKEPRTY3 3) Justice Party ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)   

LIKEPRTY4 4) The People’s Party ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)   

LIKEPRTY5 5) Open Democratic
Party

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩   (-8)   

VOTE20
141. Did you vote in the 21st National Assembly election on April 15, 2020?

Probing ① Voted     ② Did not vote

    (-8) Don’t know (go to Question 142)

    (-1) Not eligible

VOTE201
141.1 (If you have voted) Which party candidate did you vote for at the time?

Probing
① Democratic Party of Korea ⑤ Justice Party

② United Future Party (66) Other (Specify:                 )

③ Party for People's Livelihoods (77) None of these

④ The People’s Party (-8) Don’t know

142. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

CONPEOPL 1) Members of the National Assembly should
follow the will of the people.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

PEOPLDEC 2) It is the people, not the politicians, who
should make the most important policy
decision.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

ELITEDIF 3) The difference in the political perspective
between the elite and the people is greater
than the difference in the perspective
between the people.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

CITIZREP 4) I think it's better to be represented by a
citizen than a professional politician.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

ELECNOAT 5) Those who get elected in the election are all
talk and no action.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

POLGDAD 6) Politics is ultimately a battle between good
and evil.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

COMPRFAI 7) What people call 'compromise' in politics is
actually nothing more than abandoning
beliefs.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

INTGRPPR 8) Interest groups exert too much influence on
political decisions.

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

CANVIGIL
143. Have you ever attended a candlelight vigil between 2016 and 2017? How many times did you attend?

    ① I’ve never attended one     ③ Once     ⑤ Over three times

    ② I wanted to attend but
couldn’t     ④ Twice (-8) Don’t know
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KFLAGDEM
144. Have you ever attended the Taegeukgi rally or Gwanghwamun rally between the end of 2016 and August
2020? How many times did you attend?

① I’ve never attended one     ③ Once     ⑤ Over three times

②
I wanted to attend but
couldn’t     ④ Twice (-8) Don’t know

DEMODICT
145. Please tell us which of the following opinions is closest to your thoughts.

    ① Democracy is always better than any other system.

    ② Depending on the situation, dictatorship is better than democracy.

    ③ For people like me, it doesn't matter whether it's democracy or dictatorship.

    (-8) Can’t choose

DEMOATT1
146. Now you will be asked about democracy. If you could choose only one of the following statements, which
do you think is the most essential element of democracy?

    ① The government narrows the gap between rich and poor.

    ② It is the people who elect heads of government through free and fair elections.

    ③ The government doesn't waste its budget.

    ④ People can freely express their political views.

DEMOATT2
147. If you could choose only one of the following statements, which do you think is the most essential element
of democracy?

    ① Congress monitors the administration.

    ② Basic living needs such as food, clothing, and shelter are provided to everyone.

    ③ People can freely organize political organizations.

    ④ The government provides quality public services to the people.

DEMOATT3
148. If you could choose only one of the following statements, which do you think is the most essential element
of democracy?

    ① The government guarantees law and order.

    ② The media can freely criticize the government.

    ③ The government guarantees employment opportunities for everyone.

    ④ Multiple parties compete fairly in elections.

DEMOATT4
149. If you could choose only one of the following statements, which do you think is the most essential element
of democracy?

    ① People have the freedom to participate in protests and demonstrations.

    ② There is no political corruption.

    ③ Courts protect the general public from abuse of power by the government.

    ④ The unemployed are supported by the state.

※ Finally, let me ask you a few questions about the survey
SURVEYN
150. Have you received a telephone, internet, or interview survey request in the last 6 months? (Please exclude today's
survey)

① Yes (ask Question 150.1) ② No

SURVEFRQ

150.1 (If yes) If you have been asked to do a survey, how many times have you participated? times
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KGSSAGIN
151. If you are selected to respond to “the Korean General Social Survey” again in the future, would you be

willing to participate?

① Yes (-8) Don’t know

② No

BESTFRND
152. This is the last question. You may take your time. How many friends do you think you have that will trust
you till the end under any circumstances?
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《 The following questions are asked to the interviewers 》

※ Please answer these questions right after the interview is completed with no respondents present
INTID
153. INTERVIEWER ID:
INTDATM / INTDATD / INTDATE / INTAMPM / INTBEGHR / INTBEGMI / INTENDHR / INTENDMI
154. Interview date and time

    Month        Date        Day

a.m. p.m. FROM: Hour Minute TO: Hour Minute

ADMMETH
155. Who filled out this questionnaire?

    ⑴ Interviewer did all } (go to Q. 156)
    ⑵ Respondent did all
    ⑶ Respondent did partially

SELFFR1 / SELFTO1 / SELFFR2 / SELFTO2
155.1 (If respondent did it partially) Question numbers that were filled out by the respondent

 FROM: Q TO: Q ∥   FROM: Q TO: Q

156. Were there any persons present during the interview? If so, who were those persons? Choose all that apply

    (0) None WISPOUS     ⑶ Spouse/partner

WIBABY     ⑴ Children under age 6 WIADULT     ⑷ Other adults(excluding interviewers)

WICHILD     ⑵ Children above age 6 WIINT     ⑸ Interviewer accompanied
(Accompanied interviewer's ID: )

RATTITD
157. What was the respondent's attitude during the interview?

    ⑴ Very cooperative     ⑶ Not very cooperative
    ⑵ Somewhat cooperative     ⑷ Not cooperative at all

RUNDRSTU
158. How good was the respondent's understanding of the questions?

    ⑴ Good     ⑵ Fair     ⑶ Poor
EASYCON
159. How difficult was it to contact the respondent?

    ⑴ Very difficult     ⑶ Not very difficult
    ⑵ Somewhat difficult     ⑷ Not difficult at all

EASYINT
160. How difficult was it to conduct this interview with the respondent?

    ⑴ Very difficult     ⑶ Not very difficult
    ⑵ Somewhat difficult     ⑷ Not difficult at all
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《 Interviewer’s Remarks for the Final Incomplete Survey 》
※ This survey is to collect simple information about the interviews still not completed at the final round.
Each interviewer should find out all answers as much as possible for the following questions without
giving the respondent too much burden. In order for the Survey Research Center to make a final
decision about the completeness/incompleteness of the interview, the following information is necessary.

CTRES
161. Has a contact made with a targeted household?

⑴ Yes (contact made) ⑵ No (contact not made) (go to Q. 162)
RESCF

161.1 Were you able to confirm who the respondent was?

    ⑴ Yes     ⑵ No (go to Q.162)
WHYNOINT

161.2 What was the most important reason why the survey could not be completed?
⑴ Visited at an inappropriate time (e.g. illness, child, in the middle of other businesses).
⑵ Not interested in the survey.
⑶ Not familiar with the topics (e.g. experiencing a difficulty in answering about the topics).
⑷ Thinking it was a waste of time.
⑸ Thinking it was a waste of money.
⑹ Did not want to give personal information.
⑺ Did not want a survey whatsoever (due to a strong refusal).
⑻ Participated in surveys many times in the past.
⑼ Could not trust a survey.
⑽ Had bad experiences in surveys.
⑾ Did not like the topics.
⑿ Spouse, or members of family or household did not allow participation in the survey.
⒀ Did not want (or afraid) to have a stranger in the residence.
⒁ Other:

NOINTSEX
161.3 Was the respondent a man or a woman?

⑴ Man ⑵ Woman
AGEb

161.4 Which of the following did the respondent's age correspond to?
⑴ 20s (including 18 and 19) ⑸ 60s
⑵ 30s ⑹ 70s
⑶ 40s ⑺ 80s
⑷ 50s ⑻ 90s or older

INCOMER
161.5 Did the respondent have a job that earned him/her an income?

⑴ Yes ⑵ No
NOINTEDC

161.6 What is the highest level of school respondent has attended?
⑴ Elementary school or below ⑷ Junior college (2·3 year college)
⑵ Middle school ⑸ University (4-year college)
⑶ High school ⑹ Graduate school (master/doctoral degree)

NOINTSTR
162. Which of the following types did the respondent's dwelling structure correspond to?

    ⑴ Freestanding house ⑶ Villa ⑸ Multi unit house ⑺ Office hotel
    ⑵ Apartment ⑷ Townhouse ⑹ One room/studio (77)Others:

DOORLK
162.1 Was there a door lock at the entrance to the respondent's household? (A door lock refers to a locking device
at a building entrance such as in an apartment that you can unlock it using an electronic key or by entering a password)

⑴ Yes ⑵ No
HECONCLS
163. What do you think is the economic status of the respondent's household?

    ⑴ Bottom of the bottom ⑶ Bottom of the middle ⑸ Bottom of the top
    ⑵ Top of the bottom ⑷ Top of the middle ⑹ Top of the top
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《 Interview Attempt Results Classification Codes 》
※ After the last interview is finished, please mark corresponding codes with “O” in the Interviewer's
Recording column. (Continued on the back)

Detailed Codes
Interviewer's
Recording

Interviews Interview completed

No-interview Refusal Refusal, household member

Refusal, respondent

Break-off

Non-contact
Unable to enter building/reaching housing
unit
Unable to reach household member living in
the housing unit
Unable to reach the respondent as they

have moved away, etc.

Other Dead

Physically or mentally unable/incompetent

Language Household-level language problem

Respondent language problem

Language competency insufficient for
interview

Other

Unknown eligibility,
non-interview

Unknown if the targeted housing unit
existed

Not attempted or worked although selected

Unable to reach/unsafe area

Unable to locate address

Unknown if eligible respondent was there

Household-level refusal

Other

Not eligible Not a housing unit

Not a housing unit: institution

Group quarters

Vacant housing unit

Regular, vacant residences

Seasonal/vacation/temporary residence

Household that consists of people who do

not qualify as respondents

Other
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《 Record of Visits to Sampled Household 》

※ When the survey is completed, please mark “O” in the Completed column.

Number
of visits

Visit Date Completed
Reason
for

Incomplete
Scheduled Revisit Date

Accompanied
Interviewer's
ID

1
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

2
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

3
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

4
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

5
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

6
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

7
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

8
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

9
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

10
Month Day Day of

Week :
Month Day Day of

Week :

《 Reason for Incomplete 》

① Visited, but no one was there
② Household member was present, but no eligible respondent
③ Respondent or household member requested revisit
④ Respondent scheduled an interview date and time
⑤ Respondent unavailable at the scheduled time
⑥ Respondent refused to interview
⑦ Other household member refused to interview
⑧ Break-off in the middle of the interview (partially completed)
⑨ Other:


